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Product N129  

Mermaid Dreamer

Mermaid Dreamer

Needlecase & mini hoop pendant 

Needle case requirements: 
Five assorted 5” x Width of fabric strips
10” x 15” lining fabric
10” x 15” white linen
10” x 15” Vilene H410
15” x 20” Parlan (light weight iron on pellon)
15” Cotton lace or braid (optional)
5” zipper
Coton thread & sewing supplies

Mini hoop pendant requirements:
1/4” x width of fabric strip
6” square whilte linen
6” square Vilene H410
2.2” Dandelyne hoop & chain

COSMO embroidery threads: Cottage Garden Threads:
891 Grey    104 Dog Rose
381 Pale pink   1004 Blue Ixia
369 Brown
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Let’s get started!

- Be sure to read all the instructions before starting your mermaid projects, there are two different
  designs in this pattern for you to choose from.

    - Pieced seams are sewn with a 1/4” seam allowance.

- Have fun and enjoy dreaming of mermaids!

Cutting requirements for needle case

Front Panel cutting requirements:

Four assorted  4 1/2” x 1 1/2” strips (A. Front)

Five assorted 15” x 1 1/2” strips (B. Back & pocket)

White linen 6“ square  (C. Front stitchery)

Vilene H410 6” square

Lace trim 2 x 6“ lengths   (D. Optional)

Parlan  5 1/2” x 10 1/2“ 
 

Inner panel cutting requirements:
    
 
Two   5 1/2” x 2” strips (F. Top of pocket)

One  5 1/2“ x 3” strip  (Pocket lining)

One   5 1/2” x 9” strip  (G. Needle case lining)

White linen 6” square  (H. Pin rest)

Parlan  6 petal shapes  (I. Pin rest)

Vilene H410 6” square

5” zipper 
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Diagram 1 - front panel fabric placement 
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Diagram 2 - inner panel fabric placement 



Sewing the back panel

Sewing the front panel

 
Press seams to one side.

The complete pieced
square will measure
5 1/2” square, trim if
required. 

6.
 
Rotate every second
strip as shown and 
sew them together 
nesting the seams. 

5.

 
Cross cut the pieced
panel cutting only 
five x 1 1/2” strips.

The remaining fabric 
will be used for the pocket.
 

4.
 
Lay five assorted 
15 1/2” x 1 1/2” strips
side by side and sew 
along the length.

Press seams to 
one side.

The first strip is shown
black so you can
see the fabric rotation
in Step 5. 
 

3.

1. Transfer the stitchery design to the centre of one 6 inch linen square, fuse Vilene H410 
 to the back of the linen and complete the stitching using the thread guide.

 Once the stitchery is complete, trim the linen square to measure 3 1/2” square. 

2. Sew the four assorted 4 1/2” x 1 1/2” strips (A) around the linen square, begin by adding the 
 first strip and press away from the square, add the remaining strips working around the square
 as shown below.

 The completed pieced square will measure 5 1/2 square.
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Making the pocket - inner panel

Finishing the front panel
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9.

 
Sew the front and back panels together and 
press the seam toward the small squares.

Place aside while you work on the inner panel.   

8.

 
This step is optional, if you prefer not to add 
cotton lace, braid or ric rac skip to Step 8.

Place the two 6” length of cotton lace along the
edge of the front panel, the trick is to position it
so that the lace is caught between the 1/4” seam.

Eyeball the placement as everyone will have a 
different width lace or braid, the easiest way to 
hold it in place is to use a little fabric glue along 
the length - Sewline glue stick pens work well!   

7.

 
Take the remaining pieced strips from Step 4 and trim to measure 5 1/2” x 3”. 
For this step you will also need one 5 1/2” x 3” lining strip and zipper.

Place the pieced panel right side up and lay the zip face down along the top edge.
Take the lining strip and lay over the zip, right side facing down. 

Pin and sew as close to the zipper teeth as possible (Use a zipper foot if you can!)

Fold back the fabric, press and top stitch.

    

================ Zipper / right side down ================ Zipper / right side down ================

Diagrams showing placement of cotton lace
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Making the pocket panel (continued)

 
Take two 5 1/2” x 2” strips (F) and the zip pocket panel from Step 9.
  
Place one 5 1/2” x 2” strip right side up and lay the zip panel face down
over the strip, take the second strip and lay over the zip with right side facing down.
 
Pin and sew as close to the zipper teeth as possible (Use a zipper foot if you can!)

Fold back the fabric, press and top stitch - baste around all sides.

    

10.

Sewing the ‘flower’ needle rest

For this step you will need:
One 6” linen square (H).
One 6” Vilene H410 square. 
Six Parlan petals (I).
Embroidery thread CGT-1004/Blue Ixia

11. Place the 6” linen square on a flat surface and position the petals in a flower shape
 as shown below. Fuse the Pellon petal shapes to the linen with your iron and hand stitch 
 around each shape using two strands of thread. {CGT-1004/Blue Ixia}

 Transfer the seahorse design to the centre hexagon, fuse 6” Vilene square to the back
 and complete the stitching using the thread guide.   

I

H

The inner petal line (shown with arrows)
indicates the running stitch which 
hold the petal shapes in place.

X 2

================
================ ================

Flower petal
template

I
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Sewing the ‘flower’ needle rest (continued)             

12.    Once the hand stitching is complete, 
         carefully cut the linen from around the edges of the 
         petals. Cutting as close to the petal tips as you can.   

13. Place the 5 1/2” x 9” rectangle (G) on a flat surface length way, the piece will be 
 too large for your finished needlecase but we will trim to size in the steps ahead.  

 Lay the flower over the rectangle 3/4” from the right side edge, you will need to rotate
 the flower so the petals sit in the same direction as mine or the tips will be 
 lost in the seam allowance.

 Glue baste to hold in place and sew around the edge with a scant seam allowance. 
  

3/
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oops!

wrong placement ..not this way!

14. For this step you will need the pocket panel and the flower panel from the 
 previous step.
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15.  Lay the panels together as shown,
       sew and press the seam toward 
       the flower panel.

16.  Measure the length of the front panel 
       made in Step 8 and trim the inner panel 
       to the same size (5 1/2” x 10 1/2”)

Trim excess fabric from this point
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Finishing your needle case             

 Now you have completed the front and inner panel of the needle case it’s time to finish!

        17.  Fuse 5 1/2” x 10 1/2” Parlan to the back of the front panel.

 

  

18.  Place the front and inner panels together with
       right sides facing, pin and sew around all sides 
       leaving an opening to turn out.

       Clip the corners and turn right side out,
       press and hand stitch the opening closed.

    

 

 

  

Your favourite needle, embroidery scissors and threads now have an awesome new home, 
ready for the next project! 

Stitch and thread guide (for both projects)

   

Description  Thread    Stitch type
Hair    891 Cosmo   Stem stitch / 2 strands 

Hair (texture detail)  891 Cosmo   Back stitch / 1 strand

Skin    381 Cosmo   Back stitch / 2 strands

Eyes    369 Cosmo   Satin stitch / 1 strand

Mermaid lips   104 CGT    Back stich / 1 strand (use the pink part only)

Mermaid bodice  104 CGT   Back stitch / 2 strands

Mermaid tail outline  104 CGT   Chain stitch / 2 strand

Mermaid scales detail  104 CGT   Back stitch / 1 strand 

Sea horse   1004 CGT   Stem stitch / 2 strands

Sea horse closed eye  1004 CGT   Back stitch / 2 strands

Sea horse cross detail  1004 CGT   Cross stitch / 2 strands

Fish    1004 CGT   Back stitch / 2 strands

 
            

The stitch and thread guide will help you create the embroidery design, of course you can also
choose your own threads and colours from your own stash if you wish.
Afterall, every mermaid is unique x

CGT = Cottage Garden Thread
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Pattern tips and notes for you...

- This design has been created to use with Dandelyne miniature hoops, only 2.2 inch round.
- Be sure to read over all the instructions before stitching.
- Your sewing machine is not required to complete this design.
- Take your time, don’t rush!  Keep your stitching small to accentuate the detail in the design.
- Have fun x

Making the miniature

1. Transfer the stitchery design to the centre of one 6 inch linen square, the circle around 
 the design should also be transferred onto your fabric however the circle is a
       cutting line NOT a stitching line.

 

 
      
      

      Cutting line
2. Fuse Vilene H410 to the back of 
 the linen and complete the stitching 
 using the thread guide enclosed.

3. Once the stitching is complete press well
 and cut along the circle line as 
 shown here.

6. Cut one 1/4” x WOF strip from any fabric that compliments your stitching thread.
 With the outer 2.2 inch hoop piece in hand firmly wrap and wind the fabric strip around 
 the hoop, overlaping the fabric as you work around it. 

 Secure temporarily with a clothes peg or Clover clip or use a little glue
 if you prefer.  

 

 

4. Using thread and a running stitch hand sew 1/4 inch in from the edge of 
 the fabric circle (shown as a dotted line in the diagram above).

 Sew around the entire circle but do not tie off your thread just yet!

5.  Place the fabric circle over the centre plate and pull the thread firmly being careful 
 not the break it. The fabric circle will gather and tighten around the centre 
 plate, knot well to secure.

7.  Remove clips and place the centre plate inside the outer hoop and carefully
 tighten the screw {do not over tighten!}.
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6. Flip over your miniature hoop, I prefer to add a little weight to my hoop if I’m
 planning to wear it as a necklace pendant. You can do this by simply gluing
 a coin or washer between the back of the centre plate and backing piece.

7. To finish place super strong glue around the back side inner edge and 
 along the inner edge of the backing piece. Position on the back of your hoop 
 with the notch top and centre.

 Clamp with clothes pegs or Clover clips to hold in place and leave glue to 
 dry as per manufactures instruction.

8. Thread a chain through the top of the hoop or add a brooch pin to the back
 and wear your art!

Making the miniature (continued)

Centre plate Backing pieceOuter hoop
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The embroidery designs used to complete these projects are drawn below. 
I have provided you with two mermaid options if you prefer a little less detail 

in your stitching. You can even use the smaller seahorse design
on page 8 to make a second mini hoop!

Cutting line


